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Magnetism Questions

1. List six things in your home or classroom that are made of metal that are not magnetic.

________________________________________________ ________________________

________________________ ________________________ ________________________

2. Describe some things in nature that are magnetic.

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

3. When a magnetic compass points north, is it pointing to the true North Pole of the
Earth?  Explain.

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Describe how you would build an electromagnet.

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________



Imagine you’re a magnet,

And you want to make a friend.

The process can be tricky

As to which end you extend.

North to north or south to south

Will push you two away.

South to north or north to south,

Together you will stay.

Like poles will repel, you see,

but opposites attract.

Magnetic force is powerful,

And that, friends, is a fact.
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1. What is this poem about?

a. what magnets are made of
b. what pairs of magnets do when they are close to each other
c. north and south parts of the earth
d. how magnets make electricity

2.  According to the information in this poem, what happens to magnets who are “friends”?

a. they push apart
b. they come together
c. they flip upside-down
d. they play tricks on each other

3. Reread line 9 of the poem, below:

 like poles will repel, you see, 

Which choice is an example of this?

a. The north and south parts of a magnet stick together.
b. The north and south parts of a magnet do not stick together.
c. Two south parts of a magnet will stick together.
d. Two north parts of a magnet will not stick together.

4.  Draw a picture of two magnets that attract and label the north and south pole of each.
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Match each vocabulary word on the left with the definition on the right.

1. ______  friend a. not easy

2. ______  tricky b. to push apart

3. ______  extend c. a true statement

4. ______  north d. person you like to be around

5. ______  south e. pole of a magnet; opposite of south

6. ______  repel f. pole of a magnet; opposite of north

7. ______  attract g. to pull together

8. ______  fact h. to stretch out

     Now try this: Find each of the words above in the poem and highlight them.
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